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danscourses cisco ccna routing switching packet - multiarea ospf overview multiarea ospf is used in large or enterprise
networks where there are so many routers that having every router communicating every link in their link state database
with every other router in the network even when it is a small change becomes taxing on the network, def con 18 hacking
conference speakers - started in 1992 by the dark tangent defcon is the world s longest running and largest underground
hacking conference hackers corporate it professionals and three letter government agencies all converge on las vegas
every summer to absorb cutting edge hacking research from the most brilliant minds in the world and test their skills in
contests of hacking might, splunk admin architect complete tutorials 30 days lab - course ratings are calculated from
individual students ratings and a variety of other signals like age of rating and reliability to ensure that they reflect course
quality fairly and accurately, russia s cyberwar on ukraine is a blueprint for what s to - the clocks read zero when the
lights went out it was a saturday night last december and oleksii yasinsky was sitting on the couch with his wife and teenage
son in the living room of their kiev, building a home lab for offensive security security - when i wrote my getting started
post on offensive security i promised i d write about building a lab you can use to practice your skillset it s taken a little while
for me to get to it but i m finally trying to deliver much like the post on getting started i m, iot village a security hacking
event - iot village is a hacking event for sharing security research on internet of things devices the place for iot hacking
workshops talks and contests, practical hacking techniques and countermeasures mark d - practical hacking
techniques and countermeasures mark d spivey on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers examining computer
security from the hacker s perspective practical hacking techniques and countermeasures employs virtual computers to
illustrate how an attack is executed, exploiting server side request forgery on a node express - i recently came across a
server side request forgery ssrf vulnerability within an application that i assessed the application was hosted on amazon ec2
and was using node js express js and as i found out later needle js, chained exploits advanced hacking attacks from
start to - chained exploits advanced hacking attacks from start to finish andrew whitaker keatron evans jack voth on
amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers the complete guide to today s hard to defend chained attacks performing
them and preventing them nowadays, speakers for defcon 16 def con hacking conference - call for papers the defcon 16
call for papers is now closed the defcon 16 speaking schedule is complete with occasional minor adjustments so keep your
eye on the speaker page and the schedule page for all the latest info as it happens you can also subscribe to the defcon rss
feed for up to the minute news, the project does not exist letitbit - the project does not exist the project does not exist,
serverless cph serverless conference copenhagen may 16 - serverless cph is a conference dedicated to the world of
serverless platforms and architecture it is the perfect opportunity to learn more about what a serverless approach has to
offer, cybersecurity training courses new horizons - target audience this course is intended for students wishing to
prepare for the comptia security certification exam the qualification is aimed primarily at networking professionals but
because security is vital to all levels and job roles within an organization it will also benefit pc support analysts application
developers and senior managers in accounting sales product development, tor anonymity network wikipedia - tor is free
software for enabling anonymous communication the name is derived from an acronym for the original software project
name the onion router tor directs internet traffic through a free worldwide volunteer overlay network consisting of more than
seven thousand relays to conceal a user s location and usage from anyone conducting network surveillance or traffic
analysis, the car hacker s handbook opengarages - about the author craig smith craig theialabs com runs theia labs a
security research firm that focuses on security auditing and building hardware and software prototypes he is also one of the
founders of the hive13 hackerspace and open garages opengarages he has worked for several auto manufacturers where
he provided public research on vehicle security and tools
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